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Recently, we have proposed an efficient scheme for Monte Carlo simulations, the multiple ‘‘time
step’’ Monte Carlo~MTS-MC! @J. Chem. Phys.117, 8203 ~2002!# based on the separation of the
potential interactions into two additive parts. In this paper, the structural and thermodynamic
properties of the simple point charge water model combined with the Ewald sum are compared for
the MTS-MC real-/reciprocal-space split of the Ewald summation and the common Metropolis
Monte Carlo method. We report a number of observables as a function of CPU time calculated using
MC and MTS-MC. The correlation functions indicate that speedups on the order of 4.5–7.5 can be
obtained for systems of 108–500 waters forn510 splitting parameter. ©2004 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1755195#

I. INTRODUCTION

Computer simulations of charged systems dominated by
long range electrostatic interactions are becoming more im-
portant in the study of biological systems. The long-range
electrostatic interactions in molecular systems make simula-
tions computationally intensive. The dynamics in those sys-
tems usually have a multiple time scales nature.1 Since the
evaluation of the long-range potential is the most CPU inten-
sive part of a simulation, minimizing the computational cost
of that part can lead to a significant reduction in simulation
time.

In a recent paper,2 we have introduced a novel rapidly
convergent Monte Carlo technique, the multiple ‘‘time step’’
Monte Carlo~MTS-MC!. MTS-MC is similar in principle to
multiple time-scale molecular dynamics;3–6 both take advan-
tage of the separation of the potential into short and long
range components. We have performed2 a comparison of the
standard Metropolis Monte Carlo~MMC! to MTS-MC. The
diffusion in the configuration space as a function of CPU
time was used as an efficiency criterion for the two methods
that were evaluated. Our calculations showed savings in
CPU time up to factors of 5.6 for our largest system of 1000
particles. We have also studied the scaling of CPU time as a
function of system size, and have shown that for system sizes
up to 1000 particles, the linear term dominates.

Long-range electrostatic interactions can be incorporated
into calculations by using the Ewald summation method.7 It
seems natural to use Ewald summation as a basis for sepa-
rating short and long-range potentials in a MTS-MC split;
the real-space part of the Ewald sum can be considered to be
short ranged and the reciprocal-space part is included in the
long-range interactions.8–10An alternative way to split up the
Ewald sum is to assign the entire Coulomb interactions be-
tween the nearby pairs to the short-range potential, including
both real- and reciprocal-space contributions.1,5 Then the in-
teractions between distant particles can be assigned to the
long-range potential. This way all the interactions are subdi-
vided based on the distance between atoms, regardless of
whether they belong to real- or reciprocal-space.

In this work, we compare the radial distribution func-
tions, dipole–dipole and energy correlation functions, and
the dielectric constants calculated by MTS-MC and MMC.
The effect of system size on the scaling of the new scheme is
examined with systems of 108, 256, and 500 water mol-
ecules. The results indicate that the MTS-MC scheme can be
efficiently used to include long-range electrostatic interac-
tions in simulations of condensed media.

We also show that in order to achieve the same speedup
for larger water systems as for the original 108 molecules,
the real- and reciprocal-space cutoffs (r c andkc) had to be,
respectively, decreased and increased. Decreasing cut-off ra-
dius r c and increasing the screening parameterk puts more
work into the reciprocal-space component making the new
method even faster. The problem of scaling Ewald param-
eters could be eliminated by using techniques like particle
mesh Ewald~PME!11,12 and particle–particle–particle Mesh
Ewald ~P3ME!1,13–16 that are capable of performing the
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reciprocal-space sum more efficiently than the real-space
sum. Thus, for large scale biomolecular applications, these
techniques would be complementary to both Monte Carlo
methods.

In Sec. II, we describe the multiple ‘‘time step’’ Monte
Carlo ~MTS-MC! method. In Sec. III, we present the split-
ting of Ewald sum in the framework of MTS-MC algorithm
and scaling of Ewald parameters. In Sec. IV, we present the
simulation details and show results for simple point charge
~SPC! water simulations. Results are summarized in Sec. V.

II. MULTIPLE ‘‘TIME STEP’’ MONTE CARLO „MTS-MC…

A. Sampling procedure

Since we described the method in detail in a recent
paper,2 in this section we only present an outline of the
MTS-MC scheme. The functionality of the MTS-MC method
relies on the fact that the potential energy parts vary at dif-
ferent rates which enables us to evaluate the slowly varying
contribution to the potential energy less frequently than the
quickly varying ones. We suppose that the potential energy
of the system can be written as the sum of two additive terms

V~x!5VS~x!1VL~x!, ~1!

whereVS(x) is the rapidly varying part, the short-range po-
tential energy, andVL(x) is the slowly varying part, the long-
range potential energy. As in the multiple time step MD
methodology, we wish to construct a sampling scheme in
which VL(x) is evaluated less frequently thanVS(x). We
have proposed an algorithm that can be summarized by the
following procedure:

• Step 1: For a given configurationx, we evaluateVS(x)
and VL(x). We duplicate the configurationx, such that ini-
tially xold5x andyold5x, then we useyold as the initial con-
figuration in Step~2!.

• Step 2: We generate a new configurationynew by per-
forming a uniform random move~displacement and rotation!
of a single molecule. We evaluateVS(ynew). Then, the new
configurationynew is accepted or rejected according to the
following acceptance probability

AS~ynewuyold!5min@1,e2b@VS~ynew!2VS~yold!##. ~2!

The acceptance probability in Eq.~2! only depends on
VS(x), the short-range potential energy. The procedure de-
scribed in this step is defined as an ‘‘S-move.’’

• Step 3: Repeat Step~2! n times wheren is defined as
the MTS-MC ‘‘splitting parameter.’’ Aftern S-moves, the
final configuration isxnew.

• Step 4: We evaluateVL(xnew). We accept or reject the
resulting configuration by an acceptance probability con-
structed as

A~xnewuxold!5min@1,e2b@VL~xnew!2VL~xold!##. ~3!

The acceptance probability in Eq.~3! only depends on
VL(x), the long-range potential energy. In the case of accep-
tance, the new configuration isxnew. In the case of rejection,
we go back to the configuration that we started with in Step
~1!, xold.

The above procedure is defined as an ‘‘L-move.’’ A pass
will be generated by performingN L-moves whereN is the
number of molecules in the system. Estimators for observ-
ables should be evaluated for configurations that have been
generated by L-moves. In the previous paper,2 we have
shown that the configurations generated by L-moves obey
detailed balance. Thus, for evaluating observables, only the
results of L-moves can be used.

The potential advantage of the scheme presented above
is that it allows the calculation of statistically independent
configurations in a manner such thatVL(x) ~the more expen-
sive potential in our case! is evaluated fewer times than in
the standard Monte Carlo scheme. The algorithm can be gen-
eralized to more than two stages if the potential is separable
into more than two length scales.

III. EWALD METHOD

A. Combining MTS-MC method with the Ewald sum

In MD simulations, when devising a potential break-up,
one major constraint is energy conservation; in the present
method, the break-up is not constrained by energy conserva-
tion. A ‘‘bad break-up’’ from the MC standpoint affects only
convergence or the ‘‘diffusion efficiency.’’ In this section, we
discuss the implementation of our new MC algorithm for a
system consisting of the simple point charge~SPC!17 water
molecules using Ewald sum.7,18,19Many different break-ups
are possible using the Ewald sum. The break-up that we have
implemented is simple and straightforward.

The energy for electrostatic interactions between charged
particles in a periodic system can be written as7
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whereqi andqj are the charges. The sum overn is the sum
over all integer vector points,n5(nx ,ny ,nz), and L is the
edge length of the cubic unit cell. We omiti 5 j for n50.
This sum is conditionally convergent for long-range poten-
tials, and it is expensive to compute. The final electrostatic
energy is rearranged into two parts—part of it is summed in
real space, and the rest is summed in Fourier space—as fol-
lows:
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cos~k"r ij !,

and erfc~x! is a complementary error function which decays
to zero with increasingx. In Eqs.~5! and~6! metallic bound-
ary conditions are used. The second term is a sum over re-
ciprocal vectorsk52pn/L. A large value of the screening
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parameterk represents a sharp distribution of charge, and in
order to model it, many terms in thek-space summation must
be included.7

The first term in Eq.~5! includes primarily short-range
interactions, and the second term results from Fourier expan-
sion of the potential due to an infinite array of Gaussian
charges, and is considerably longer-range than the real-space
sum.1

Assuming that the long-range interactions may be up-
dated less frequently than the short-range ones, it seems
natural to separate the real- and k-space sums in the
MTS-MC split. Here, for simplicity, the straightforward split
between the real-space part of the Ewald sum~short-range!
and the reciprocal part~long-range! is used. The real-space
and k-space parts of the potential can be separated in the
following way:

Vi j
el5Vi j

rs1Vi j
ks1Vi j

self, ~7!

with

Vi j
rs5~12d i j !qiqj

erfc~krij !

r i j
~8!

and

Vi j
ks5qiqjF 1

pL3 (
kÞ0

4p2

k2
e2k2/4k2

cos~k"r i j !G ~9!

and

Vi j
self52d i j

2k

Ap
. ~10!

The real-space interactions could be further subdivided into
distance classes.1,5 The above approach, introduced by Tuck-
erman and Berne,8 seems quite reasonable, considering the
disparity in the distances over the terms summed in the real-
and reciprocal-space parts. Recently, a formulation very
similar to this one has been used by Procacciet al. in large-
scale Ewald simulations of proteins.9

This particular split is implemented within the MTS-MC
framework by subdividing the total potential energy of a
moleculei into VS

( i ) andVL
( i ) in the following way:

Vi
pot5(

j 50

N

~Vi j
LJ1Vi j

rs1Vi j
ks1Vi j

sel f!, ~11!

where Vi j
LJ is the Lennard-Jones potential between oxygen

atoms.7,17

Many different potential break-ups can be implemented
in the MTS-MC framework, as long as they obey detailed
balance. An alternative break-up of the Ewald split intro-
duced by Stuart, Zhou and Berne5 was also tested. The sec-
ond split is very successful in MD simulations,1 but did not
perform as well within the MTS-MC framework; the split
resulted only in a twofold speedup. Analysis of the failure of
this split and ways of improving its performance are under-
way.

B. Scaling of Ewald parameters

For all system sizes, the initialr c'L/2 ~the cut-off ra-
dius for the real-space sum! and kc55 ~parameter defining
summation range in the reciprocal space!. As the system size
increased, the speedup ratios for the MTS-MC method de-
creased for these choices of parameters because as we in-
crease the size of the system, we make the real-space sum
@the short range potential'O(N2)] more computationally
expensive. The computational time of the reciprocal-space
sum only grows asO(N). For an optimized Ewald sum, the
order of the method scales at best asO(N3/2). One way to
maintain the speedup ratios for the MTS-MC algorithm is to
scale bothr c and kc such that the evaluation of the short-
range potential becomes cheaper.

The optimal Ewald sum parameters are system depen-
dent and are influenced by the trade-offs between accuracy
and speed which depends on the computational implementa-
tion. For a comprehensive review of work on optimization of
the Ewald sum refer to a survey of the Ewald summation
techniques by Toukmaji and Board.16

In this section, we will use the approach introduced by
Kolafa and Perram.20 Kolafa and Perram derived formulas to
estimate the standard deviations for the real-space and
reciprocal-space~k-space! cut-off errors of the energy. The
estimates for the Ewald errors for both real- andk-space
energies are given by20

dVrs'
Q

L
Ar c /L

2

exp~2k2r c
2!

k2r c
2

, ~12!

dVks'
Q

L

Akc

~kL !

exp~2p2kc
2/~kL !2!

p2kc
2/~kL !2

, ~13!

whereQ5( iqi
2, L is the box length,k is the screening pa-

rameter, andr c and kc are the cutoffs in the real- and
reciprocal-space. The above formulation suggests that the
best choice ofk is when these errors are the same:

k5Apkc

r cL
. ~14!

Then, if Eq. ~14! is substituted into the formulas for the
errors in the energies,20,21

dVrs'dVks'
exp~2pkcr c /L !

pkcr c /L
. ~15!

Thus, whenr c is multiplied andkc is divided by the same
scaling factorRsP@0,1#, the same error is achieved because
the product (r c•kc) does not change.

For larger systems like biomolecular complexes, it
would be more efficient to use methods that utilize FFT~fast
Fourier transforms! to calculate the reciprocal part of the
Ewald sum, making the calculation of real-space sum of or-
der O(N). Implementation of these techniques could im-
prove the computational efficiency in absolute terms for both
MC methods, while retaining computational speedups of
MTS-MC to a lesser degree. The exact speedups would have
to be investigated with computational experiments.
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IV. RESULTS

A. Simulation details

To demonstrate that the real-/reciprocal-space split of
MTS-MC is more efficient than MMC, we applied both al-
gorithms to liquid water consisting ofN5108, 256, and 500
molecules interacting through the SPC water model at 300 K
and a density of 1.0 g/ml. The box lengths areL108

514.785 Å, L256519.713 Å, and L500524.641 Å. The
Ewald parameters for a system ofN5108 molecules was
taken asr c5L108/257.393 Å andkc55. The Ewald sum
screening parameter,k, was calculated using Eq.~14!. All
Lennard-Jones and real-space Coulomb interactions are ter-
minated beyondr c5L108/2 for all the system sizes in both
algorithms. Then, in order to preserve precision and accuracy
of the Ewald summation, we have to divide thekc values by
a different scaling factorRs for each system size~as de-
scribed in Sec. III B!: For N5108, Rs51.00; for N5256,
Rs5L108/L25650.75; forN5500,Rs5L108/L50050.60.

Ten simulations were started from different equilibrated
water configurations for all values ofN. The MMC runs were
compared with the MTS-MC (n510) runs ~n is the
MTS-MC splitting parameter!. The simulations for 108 water
molecules were 500 000 passes long; the data was collected
every two passes; and configurations were saved every 20
passes. The simulations for 256 water molecules were
250 000 passes long; the data was collected every two
passes; and configurations were saved every 20 passes. The
simulations for 500 water molecules were 100 000 passes
long; the data was collected every two passes; and configu-
rations were saved every 20 passes.

The CPU time for one MC step in MMC and one ‘‘L-
move’’ in MTS-MC are not equivalent. We define ‘‘the raw
CPU speedup’’ as the ratio of CPU times by dividing the
actual CPU time for a pass by CPU~MMC!, obtaining t.
Thus, ‘‘the raw CPU speedup’’ for the MMC method is
t5CPU~MMC!/CPU~MMC!51 per MC pass, and for the
MTS-MC method is t5CPU~MTS-MC!/CPU~MMC! per
MC pass. All the correlations are expressed as functions oft
relating the speedup ratios between the methods in the actual
time that it takes to perform the calculations.

In all simulations, we adopt the point of view of Rao
et al.22,23 that the optimum step size is the one that maxi-
mizes the translational and rotational diffusion. We opti-
mized the step size for both methods, and used the optimum
acceptance rates for each algorithm through the paper. The
translational moves are accomplished by simple displace-
ment and the rotational moves are performed using the
quaternion procedure previously used in Monte Carlo by
Vesely24 and Trossetet al.25

For water simulations, the optimized acceptance ratio
was 30% for all system sizes~Strauch and Cummings26 used
40% acceptance ratio for MMC calculations of a system of
equal size!. The acceptance ratio for the short-range potential
in the MTS-MC simulation is about equivalent to the accep-
tance ratio in the MMC simulations; the long-range potential
acceptance ratio is very high about 90%.

B. Discussion

In Table I we present the average potential energies
along with the experimental data for three system sizes.
From the results presented, the MTS-MC simulations show
good agreement with the results from MMC runs, both meth-
ods yielding accurate predictions for the energies, confirming
that the new algorithm does not affect the accuracy of the
methodology.

The radial distribution functionsgOO(r ), gOH(r ),
gHH(r ) are shown in Fig. 1. All the curves are indistinguish-
able for both methods. The dipole–dipole orientational cor-
relation function was calculated according to27

c~r !5
1

r2g~r !
K (

a
(

bÞa
ea"ebd~r 2r ab!L , ~16!

c~r !50 at g~r !50, ~17!

whereeb(t)5mb/umu is the unit vector pointing in the direc-
tion of the dipole moment of moleculeb at t, g~r! is the
radial distribution functionsgOO(r ), r is the number density,
and r ab the minimum image between moleculesa and b.
The dipole–dipole orientational correlation functions are dis-
played in Fig. 2. Again, the comparison is good, especially
with regard to the peak values and positions. For both meth-
ods, the first neighbors of a water molecule exhibit a much
stronger alignment with that of the central molecule then

TABLE I. Average of the potential energy in kcal/mol per water molecule
for three system sizes from MMC and MTS-MC (n510) simulations.

No. of waters Method Energy Exp. energy

108 MMC 29.881160.0037 29.92a

MTS-MC 29.879260.0036
256 MMC 29.880960.0032

MTS-MC 29.877560.0016
500 MMC 29.875560.0043

MTS-MC 29.878160.0031

aReference 29.

FIG. 1. The radial distribution functiongOO(r ), gOH(r ), andgHH(r ) at 300
K andr51.0 g/cc from the MMC~solid lines! and MTS-MC~symbols! runs
of 500 water molecules.
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with the second shell molecules, resulting in a first correla-
tion peak at 2.4–2.5 Å~height at 0.45!. A second correlation
peak occurs at 5.3–5.4 Å~height at 0.06! for both cases and
both methods. The correlation is positive almost everywhere
and converges smoothly to zero. These results agree well
with the results obtained by Hunenberger and van Gunsteren
from molecular-dynamics simulations of SPC water.28 And
also they are in qualitative agreement with the MMC results
for SPC water reported by Strauch and Cummings.26

The translational diffusion coefficient for each method is
obtained from the mean-square displacement22,23

^Dr 2~t!&5
1

T2tMAX
(
t51

T2tMAX 1

N (
i 51

N

@r i
COM~ t1t!

2r i
COM~ t !#2, ~18!

wherer i
COM(t)5((a51

na mar ia)/(a51
na ma is the position vec-

tor of the center-of-mass~COM! of a molecule att (na is the
number of atoms in the molecule andma is the mass of an
atom!, tMAX is the maximum length oft, i.e., the overall
length of the correlation function, andN is the number of
molecules~or particles!.

In Table II we show the speedup for MTS-MC as a func-
tion of system size. We define diffusion adjusted speedup
~DAS! as ‘‘the raw CPU speedup’’~defined in Sec. IV A!
multiplied by the ratio of the diffusion constants,
DMTS/DMMO .2 The speedups range from 4.5 to 7.5 for sys-
tems with 108–500 waters. For larger system, the ratio of the
CPU time for real-space versus reciprocalspace calculations
decreases, making MTS-MC more efficient than standard
MC. In Table III we compare DAS for different values of the
splitting parametern for N5500 waters. As for Lennard-

Jones system,2 the saturation of the speedup~DAS! occurs
for n520. Thus, overn520, the diffusion slows down with
increasingn, at the same time, the scaling with system size
improves.

The rotational diffusion was assessed by looking at the
angle of rotation of the molecular dipole moment vector,7

^cosu~t!&5
1

N (
a

K ma~t!•ma~0!

umau2 L , ~19!

and the normalized autocorrelation function of the total di-
pole polarization,7

F~t!5
^M ~t!•M ~0!&

^M ~0!•M ~0!&
, ~20!

where ma(t) is the dipole moment of a molecule and
M (t)5(a51

N ma(t) is the total dipole moment of the system
at t. The molecular dipole moment autocorrelation functions
are shown in Fig. 3 forN5500. Exponential fitting of the
data from the MMC and MTS-MC (n55) simulations
shows that the MTS-MC (n510) rotational autocorrelation
functions converge faster than the MMC functions with
speedup ratios of 8 forN5500. The rotational correlations
decay only slightly faster forn510 and 20 than forn55.
The total dipole moment autocorrelation functions are dis-
played in Fig. 4. The speedup ratios of the MTS-MC (n
510) over the MMC for the total dipole moment autocorre-
lation functions are same as for the molecular dipole moment
autocorrelation function, eight times faster forN5500.

The autocorrelation functions of the potential energy
fluctuations are shown in Fig. 5 forN5500. After scaling the
data, the speedup ratios for the MTS-MC follow the same
behavior as the momentum correlation functions reported
above.

FIG. 2. The dipole–dipole orientational distribution functionc(r ) averaged
over several MMC~filled circles! and MTS-MC ~empty triangles! runs of
500 water molecules with error bars.

TABLE II. Diffusion adjusted speedup~DAS! for MTS-MC as a function of
system size. All the MTS-MC simulations were performed with splitting
parametern510.

No. of waters 108 256 500

DAS 4.5 4.6 7.5

TABLE III. Diffusion adjusted speedup~DAS! for MTS-MC as a function
of splitting parametern from simulations withN5500.

n 5 10 20 30 40

DAS 5.8 7.5 7.7 7.3 6.3

FIG. 3. Molecular dipole autocorrelation function from the MMC~solid
line! and MTS-MC~dashed line! runs of 500 water molecules.
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The values for dielectric constant calculated are 35.25
67.88 for MMC and 74.51611.24 for MTS-MC (n510)
after 50 000 passes forN5500. The experimental value of
dielectric constant for water is 78.54 at 298.15 K and 76.60
at 303.15 K.29 Previously reported dielectric constant values
from computational simulations of SPC water at 300 K are
68.964.2 ~MD for 128 SPC waters!, 73.365.3 ~MD for 250
SPC waters!,28 and 61631 ~MMC for 108 SPC waters!.26 As
evident from Fig. 6, the dielectric constant obtained using the
MTS-MC (n510) converges about eight times faster to the
computational value~MD! and experimental value than in
MMC simulations.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have used a recently developed Monte Carlo algo-
rithm, the multiple ‘‘time scale’’ Monte Carlo~MTS-MC!,2

to simulate the SPC water model with two different splits of
the Ewald sum. In MTS-MC method, the potential is sepa-
rated into two parts, one that varies quickly and one that

varies slowly as a function of the coordinates. The algorithm
is similar in spirit to the reversible RESPA algorithm,8 in
which the savings in CPU time results from the fact that the
slowly varying part of the Hamiltonian is evaluated less fre-
quently than the quickly varying part. In our proposed
MTS-MC method,n moves are made using an acceptance
ratio constructed from the quickly varying part of the poten-
tial, and the resulting configuration is accepted or rejected
using the slowly varying part. For the long-range acceptance
ratio the old configuration is the one from before then
moves, which is the configuration that is kept in case of
rejection. In the previous paper,2 we have shown that such a
procedure obeys detailed balance.

We have applied both MC schemes to simulations using
the SPC water model with the Ewald sum. The energetic,
transport, structural and dielectric properties were calculated
and compared for both methods. Structural properties such
as the radial distribution functions and the dipole–dipole
orientation correlation functions proved to be identical
for both methods~within statistical error!. The good agree-
ment between distance dependent properties calculated
by the two methodologies suggests that MTS-MC is the
method of choice when one wants to investigate this group
of properties.

Compared to the classical MMC approach, the MTS-MC
method accelerates relaxation properties by 4.5–7.5 for the
MTS-MC (n510) for systems with 108–500 water mol-
ecules. We define the speedup factor as the ratio between the
computing time required to evaluate a particular property by
the MMC method and the MTS-MC method.

The thermodynamic properties for the two methods are
in complete agreement to within the statistical errors for the
two systems considered. They agree well with the experi-
mental values. The distributions of potential energies re-
semble each other and fit the Boltzmann distribution. The
MTS-MC method accelerates the decorrelation of the auto-
correlation function of potential fluctuations by up to eight
times, depending on the size of the system.

The dielectric constant calculated from the MTS-MC

FIG. 4. Total dipole autocorrelation function from the MMC~solid line!
and MTS-MC~dashed line! simulations of 500 water molecules.

FIG. 5. Potential energy fluctuation autocorrelation function from the MMC
~solid line! and MTS-MC~dashed line! runs of 500 water molecules.

FIG. 6. The dielectric constant from the MMC~solid line! and MTS-MC
~dashed line! simulations of 500 water molecules.
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trajectories, converges faster than that calculated from MMC
simulations.

We have shown that in order to achieve the same
speedup for larger water system as for the original 108 wa-
ters, the real- and reciprocal-space cutoffs (r c andkc) had to
be, respectively, decreased and increased. Decreasing cut off
radiusr c and increasing the screening parameterk puts more
work into the reciprocal-space making the new method even
faster.

Given that other Ewald implementations~PME, P3ME,
etc.!1,11–16 evaluate the reciprocal-space contribution more
efficiently than the standard Ewald, it is likely that the
speedup offered by MTS-MC relative to standard MC would
decrease. Nevertheless, we think that the speedup would be
considerable using standard MTS-MC. Furthermore, since
MTS-MC offers additional flexibility in the break-up used,
such as the fact that energy conservation is not a restriction
~as in RESPA!;3–6 moreover with the possibility of multi-
level breakups, we are confident that a version of MTS-MC
can be constructed to improve the efficiency of other appli-
cations of Ewald summation.
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